Age estimation of skeletal remains: principal methods
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Abstract: The age of an individual is often a fundamental piece of data in connection with forensic identification of unidentified bodies. The methods most often used are based on visually determining various morphological, age-related changes in the skeleton (or teeth, although odontological methods are not reviewed in this paper). As such, these methods are all relative: ie, they do not obtain results in calendar years but estimates of the age at death, often with a rather large range. Recently, methods have been proposed for more direct ascertainment of age at death: eg, protein racemization and radiocarbon methods. The latter method, especially, may yield absolute age (year of birth), because radiocarbon activity (as measured in specific proteins in specific cells or tissues of the body) may be in equilibrium with the so-called bomb-pulse, when atmospheric radiocarbon content has changed markedly from one year to another. This review covers the basic and most often used gross morphological methods, radiologically-based methods, biochemical methods, and radiocarbon dating.
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Introduction and background

Identification of human remains almost always involves assessment of the age at death of the individual. While aging phenomena occur in non-bony tissues, it was for a long time osseous tissue and teeth that were at the core of most methods.1–7 This was due both to the persistence of these tissues (when most soft tissues would decompose) and the fact that age determination is much-used also in archaeological work, when excavating prehistoric and historic skeletons.3,4 In forensic cases, determining age at death and year of birth are, in all practicality, two sides of the same issue. However, since many of the most-used methods were developed also for use in archaeological anthropology, they are usually referred to as methods for determining age at death. An archaeologically recovered individual can seldom be set in an absolute chronological framework (unless, for example, by tombstones, inscriptions on coffins, coffin plates, etc). But in forensic cases, determining age at death is often translated into probable year of birth (or a range for this), as this is an item of data that may be registered, and thus lead to identification.

A fundamental presupposition of most forensic anthropological methods is that the biological age of an individual more or less follows the chronological age. The chronological age is our calendar age, which we identify in years, while the biological age refers to how aging affects our bodies and how this may be observed. Generally, most age assessment methods rely on identifying certain age-related skeletal traits, then setting these traits in a system of stages or scores, which results in an estimated
age interval. However, more recently, methods that rely on biochemical analyses, as well as isotope, heavy metals, and radiocarbon analyses, have been introduced that are also applicable to other tissues (although most methods still focus on skeletal and dental tissues).

In this review, the conventional morphological methods used by the forensic anthropologist will be presented. Odontological methods will be addressed elsewhere.

**Methods relying on macroscopic morphological features**

Assessing age may be done somewhat reliably when dealing with subadults, as the biological–chronological relationship is clearly reflected in the growing subadult skeleton. Thus, features associated with bone growth, such as epiphyseal closure, closure of the sphenobasilar synchondrosis, and, obviously, diaphyseal bone length, may be used.

Concerning the adult skeleton, most methods focus on the nonsynovial joints (synostoses and synchondroses), ie, joints between single bones, without a synovial membrane between (which also precludes any movement in the joint except for minor elastic bending), as seen, for example, in the sacrum and innominate. One of the first methods to be devised relies on cranial sutures. Described by Broca in 1875, it has since been tested extensively – although, with the overall finding that, even though there seems to be an age-related trend in the complete ossification of the sutures (seen as obliteration), this trend is, perhaps, more tenuous than for the other methods described below. It has also been difficult to develop unbiased and definite criteria for using sutures in age determination. Several standards have been proposed for tabulating sutural ossification, including those of Acsadi and Nemeskeri (as incorporated in their Composite method), Buikstra and Ubelaker, and Meindl et al. The latter standard, especially, which also utilizes some minor sutures of the lateral aspect of the skull, is commonly used. One benefit of Meindl et al’s method, aside from accuracy, is the documentation of the skull gained indirectly; assigning scores for ten sutural areas on the skull attests also to the preservation and completeness of the cranial vault. As such, this method is often recommended, although some studies seem to indicate that endocranial ossification might be more accurate than exocranial ossification. Accessing endocranial sutures should not really be a problem in forensic cases, where the cranial vault is opened at autopsy anyway; so, this might be more strongly recommended. Aside from the major sutural systems of the vault, several researchers have also investigated other sutural systems, such as the frontosphenoidal sutures, frontonasal sutures, and sutures of the maxilla and palate.

The hip has nonsynovial joints between the sacrum and hip bones (innominate). The pubic symphysis especially has a long history in forensic anthropological aging. Todd first described a method in 1920. Since, there have been several modifications, not least the introduction of a reference set of casts by Suchey et al, which has become more-or-less a standard for aging the pubic symphysis. Whichever method is used, the basis is the same: different stages (or phases) are described (or furnished as casts), and are stated to be equal to some age interval. The investigator compares the morphology of the pubic symphysis of a given case against these stages, then reads the equivalent age interval. The stages reflect the changing morphology of the surface, from a juvenile aspect, which looks to some extent like the epiphyseal surface of a long bone (billowing, undulating surface morphology, without rim phenomena), to a more aged look (disappearing billowing, replaced by more dense and less structured bone, pitting, and bone growth along the rim). However, the relative delicacy of the pubic bone, which often may be fragmented or destroyed, may make the method impossible to use.

Basically, the same methods (describing age-related phases or stages) are applied to the auricular surface (the joint surface of the hip bone where it articulates with the sacral bone), although this joint has a more complex ligamentary construction, with a fluid filled space. The method first described by Lovejoy et al and modified by Buckberry and Chamberlain, operates with rather detailed points systems for grading different features, which should limit some error.

A final nonsynovial joint is the sternal rib end, where the bone rib articulates with cartilage between the rib and the sternum. Initially, perhaps, a rather optimistic precision was given for this method by Işcan et al, which has not quite been substantiated, but the method does have (as for the pubic symphysis) the advantage of casts. In terms of forensic anthropology, there is further benefit in this joint being easily accessible at autopsy; the rib cage is usually opened anyway, so that recovery and maceration of the fourth rib end is easy, unlike the task of removing and macerating parts of the hip bones to access the pubic symphysis or auricular surface. The overall common denominator for these age assessments is that joint surfaces and changes have been tabulated and related to broad age categories, typically ranging over 10 years or more.

Synovial joints may also be used to evaluate age, in the sense that development of arthrosis may give an indication...
of age. While arthrosis is age-related clinically, it is also related to numerous other things, including genetic makeup, nutrition, and loading. A scoring system for the degree of lipping on vertebral margins was published by Stewart (cited in Ubelaker), but does not seem to be used generally. However, for the experienced investigator, seeing arthritic developments on joint surfaces will indicate older age, and this will probably form part of the final age assessment, to some extent. This may also explain, in part, why experienced investigators perform quite well when they are asked to rapidly assess the age of a skeleton without resorting to strictly following the methods described above: changes in nonsynovial joints and synovial joints form a “pattern”, which translates to an age interval – see below for more discussion of this point.

Radiology
Radiological assessment of age at death has been proposed, by quantifying degree of trabecular bone loss at the proximal epiphyseal ends of long bones (humerus and femur). First described on macerated bone, the method may also be used on soft tissue-covered bone. There may be forensic anthropological cases where the removal of soft tissue is not feasible or where a quick age determination may be useful in the beginning phases of an identification case (eg, mass graves, mass disasters), without first having to macerate the remains.

Several of the above-mentioned morphological methods have been studied more recently, as age indicators based on computed tomography (CT) scans, and 3D visualizations based on CT scanning. Not least, this is due to the increasingly common procedure of performing CT scanning before autopsy at forensic institutes. Generally, the first studies tried to compare CT scan images and/or 3D visualizations directly with the above-described phases (eg, scoring sterna rib end, suture closure, and pubic symphysis), while since, more work has been done to directly describe stages or phases, based on CT information. In the future, it may be expected that more methods will incorporate digital information from a CT scan, rather than just purely morphological, visual (reconstructed) data; only a few studies have measured trabecular structure changes, or quantified curvature in the symphysis pubis. Adjunct to the much wider application of CT is the noteworthy fact that this may also be a basis for much more reference data. Most often, methods for dealing with dry bone were developed for specific anatomical collections (eg, the Terry collection at the Smithsonian Institution), which means that the age composition of the particular collection may carry over to those methods (ie, age mimicry – see Reaching a final age estimate section). Also, the collections reflect bony changes in humans who lived more than a hundred years ago, which raises the question of whether they are completely applicable to modern forensic cases (see Reaching a final age estimate section). Having an up-to-date digital database with CT scans means that many methods may now be tested and new methods developed on this material.

As will be seen, many of the forensic anthropological methods for determining age have been around for some time – some more than a hundred years, albeit with modifications – and form part of the basic forensic anthropological toolbox. These methods generally rely on identifying certain age-related morphological skeletal traits, then setting these traits in a system of stages or scores, which results in an estimated age interval. There are some basic problems inherent in this methodological approach, one of which is whether a given morphological method is well enough defined or explained, so that it does not entail undue intra- or interobserver error when it is applied (ie, there should be no major ambiguity in the assessment of morphological features). Since the results of a forensic anthropological analysis may be presented in court, it is important, obviously, that the degree of observer variation for a given method is quantified. Therefore, continued assessment of the validity of the method, including intra- and interobserver assessment, is important.

Microscopy
In 1965, Kerley described a method for determining age at death by counting the secondary osteons, osteon fragments, non-Haversian canals, and the percentage of lamellar bone from the mid-shaft of the femur, tibia, and fibula. Other workers have since modified and changed the method. The assessment of microscopic features in cross sections of the femur (or other bones) is considered a well-established method, and several studies have investigated the effects of preservation, disease processes, and, for example, the importance of the sampling location on the bone (proximal or distal).

Chemical and molecular biological methods
Macroscopic morphological methods will continue to be around for a long time, even given their lack of precision, simply because the investigator can readily apply these methods directly on human remains and rapidly obtain a “ballpark” age estimation. However, a benefit of more advanced forensic
laboratories means that more recent chemical and molecular biological methods can be brought to bear. These methods rely on ascertaining chemical changes in various tissues and molecules.

All amino acids, except glycine, contain a chiral, or asymmetric, center at the α-carbon atom; the resulting two enantiomers are called the L- and D-enantiomers. Proteins are synthesized exclusively from the L-enantiomers. Once a protein is synthesized, provided that new protein synthesis does not occur and the protein is metabolically stable. Already, in 1975, it was shown that there is a relationship between the chronological age of an individual and the degree of amino acid racemization in collagen from dental tissue.49-51 Age-dependent amino acid racemization also has been observed in proteins found in vertebral discs and the eye lens.52-55 In theory, the racemization process is not directly coupled to the aging of the individual, but is simply a process that depends on when proteins were first generated in the body.

Studies have been made in quantifying the decrease of crosslinks between collagen molecules in collagenous tissues.56 These covalent crosslinks seem to reflect growth processes, and slowly decrease in number, in turn forming various end-stage compounds, not all fully-known. While the overall process has been shown to occur in human bone and cartilage samples from birth to 80 years old,57 attempts to generate more precise, forensically useful age estimations have yielded estimated errors of around ±15 years.58

Another chemical reaction that has been the focus of some research (also because the accumulation of certain end products is thought to be carcinogenic) is the Maillard reaction (also known as “the browning reaction”) or, more precisely, advanced glycation end products.56 The reaction was first described by Maillard in 1912 as a complex, non-enzymatic suite of reactions between free amino groups (amino acids, peptides, and proteins) and reducing sugars. That a yellowing/browning takes place in tissues with molecules with a long lifetime (in the case of collagen molecules, with a lifespan of >200 years),59 has been shown for structures like the Achilles tendon, intervertebral discs, skin collagen, and dental collagen, as well as hippocampal neurons.60 As usual, the problem rests in translating a proven, biological development (ie, accumulation of certain end products) into an age estimation scheme. Yellowing of teeth has been quantified by visual inspection, densitometer, and direct measurement of pentosidine.61 Incidentally, somewhat related to forensic cases, browning of the skin, as seen in corpses lying in bogs, is probably also due to Maillard reactions, probably through the polysaccharide sphagnum, which is found in the bog, combining with amino groups from the decaying body.62

Telomeres are structures at the ends of chromosomes. Presumably, their task is to assure correct replication at disjunction, and to ensure proper reading of DNA strands. It has been found that the length of telomeres decreases with age, presumably due to cell divisions – the more cell divisions, the shorter the telomere length – and, since the number of cell divisions increases with age, telomere length could be a proxy for age.56 Indeed, several studies have shown this,63-66 although telomere length is individual, and relies on genetic and environmental factors. The error given in studies is around ±10 years.64,65

While the above-mentioned biochemical methods may hold promise for more accurate age estimates, most trial studies seem to indicate errors that are on a par with the best morphological methods. This begs the question whether these methods, with their need for more advanced laboratory work, are worthwhile. Of course, there may be cases where morphological methods cannot be used, simply because the relevant structures are missing; hence, biochemical methods, which depend only on miniscule amounts of teeth or bone tissue, have their use. Still, one has to take into account that biochemical methods are reliant on biochemical reactions. This means that diagenetic influences (eg, temperature) play a part (morphological features are “frozen” at death but may undergo gross anatomical breakdown post mortem). In fact, many studies of biochemical methods indicate that results may be dependent on storage. For example, racemization continues post mortem; if the ambient temperature is high, this process (like all biological processes) is more rapid, which may affect readings of the degree of racemization and, hence, the resultant age estimate.57,68

**Radiocarbon**

An absolute method for the determination of age (birth year) uses 14C (radiocarbon) analysis. The method exploits variation in atmospheric 14C levels during the last 50 years to date the formation of crystallines of the lens. The concentration of 14C in living tissues reflects the atmospheric 14C content at the time of their growth, because cosmogenic 14C in the atmosphere...
reacts with oxygen to form carbon dioxide, which is incorporated by plants before being ingested by animals, both ultimately ingested by humans. When built into tissues and cells that have only very minor turnover (eg, dental enamel),\(^9\) the level of \(^{14}\text{C}\) will reflect the level of atmospheric \(^{14}\text{C}\). The amount of \(^{14}\text{C}\) in the atmosphere was almost constant until about 1955, when nuclear bomb testing caused it to rise dramatically.\(^9\) After the 1963 Partial Test Ban Treaty, \(^{14}\text{C}\) concentration decreased rapidly, mainly because atmospheric \(^{14}\text{C}\) had dissolved into the oceans. Radioactive decay (the half-life of \(^{14}\text{C}\) is 5,730 years) is of minor importance.\(^7\) Since the change in concentration is significant, even on a yearly basis, very accurate dating is possible.\(^{72,73}\) Radiocarbon dating for estimating the time of birth has also been applied to other tissues and structures that have little or almost no turnover, including neurons of the brain,\(^74\) special proteins in eye lens fibres, termed crystallines,\(^75\) and also bone.\(^76\)

Reaching a final age estimate

The overall precision for many of the above-mentioned methods is generally around \(\pm 10\) years. It may be hypothesized that many conventional methods may never achieve a higher precision, simply because of the nature of trying to quantify what is a slow and continuous process of bone remodeling throughout life. As earlier noted, biochemical methods are influenced by diagenetic factors, and have an error rate much like that of the macroscopic, morphological methods. One way to completely bypass the chronological age–biological age conundrum, and the variability of chemical processes, would be to use a nonbiological marker. Such a marker could be the rate of decay of a radioactive isotope like \(^{14}\text{C}\), which is not affected by biological processes. However, a nonbiological marker needs to fulfill three basic criteria: 1) it must be incorporated in biological tissues at a specific point in time (eg, around birth), 2) it must be isolated in the organism (so that it is not in continuous equilibrium with extraorganismal concentrations), and 3) one has to be able to calibrate the marker against chronologically-known events. More research on absolute dating methods, with a view to narrowing dating to single amino acids, or specific parts of the skeleton (eg, ear bones, petrosal bone)\(^77\) may make this method more applicable in those cases where teeth were not preserved.

Another major problem in forensic anthropology, largely unaddressed, is how to integrate the results of several methods (eg, when performing age evaluation). In a typical forensic case, the anthropologist may use several methods for ascertaining age, each yielding a slightly different estimate. It is not mathematically or statistically satisfactory to simply calculate a mean, or designate the lowest and highest age for any of the methods and present this as a combined result. Although so-called combined/composite methods have been described before, they have relied on using specific methods in a specific setup.\(^13,78\) More recent research has pointed to improvements through using different mathematical and statistical models to better integrate results from various methods.\(^9\) Specifically, Boldsen et al have contributed to the aspect of combining various age estimates with transition analysis.\(^80\) The method has been applied and tested on several archaeological materials, and has (until now) incorporated assessment of cranial sutures, symphyseal, and auricular changes. Future research should try to integrate other aging methods (eg, wrist X-ray, dental assessment) in this format, with a view also to better assessing age of the living.

Finally, the existence of comparative skeletal collections is important, not least because access to larger samples may result in more data on age changes, which may provide better “coverage” of a given method.\(^80\) Ultimately, the development of new methods relies on such collections. Some collections have specific data, including age, sex, and other data (eg, disease status) recorded for each skeleton, while other collections are of a more ethnographical or archaeological nature, for which these data are not available. Future trends might well see such collections being made available over the Internet (eg, by high-resolution CT scanning of the skeletons to build virtual libraries), allowing researchers easier access. As such, visualization of bone morphology using CT scan, surface laser scan, etc, may help in making anthropological methods more uniform in their application, as visual definitions of stages of change may be disseminated digitally (in contrast to the current use of descriptive texts, 2-D, and casts). Finally, as noted above, pre-autopsy CT scanning is becoming more common in forensic pathology, potentially leading to building modern, up-to-date virtual collections, where morphological methods may be tested and calibrated.
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